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Welcome to edition 15 of the Messenger, a little later than expected following the installation of new computer
systems and software in the Compass offices. We are all a little unsure where the year has gone at the moment,
one minute it was Summer then all of a sudden the clocks went back and although we are technically still in
Autumn, the sharp frosts and even light dusting of snow make it feel far more like Winter already.
As there will not be another edition before the end of the year, everyone at Compass wishes all our students
and readers of the Messenger a wonderful Christmas and successful New Year. Just remember not to give your
pets too many treats and definitely no chocolate.

Busiest year ever

VAT increase

Perhaps the reason the year has seemed to pass so quickly is that
it has been the busiest year ever for enrolments at Compass. With
the funds generated by the additional registrations we have been
able to help several worthy causes including offering courses at
considerably reduced rates to students with special needs, supported fund raising events for animal charities and more recently
we have taken on a pair of Black Grouse. They will be bred to provide additional birds to the Arran Black Grouse reintroduction
programme. Regular readers may remember an article on this
project in the last edition of the messenger.

A quick reminder that the rate of VAT is increasing to 20% at the beginning of 2011. The higher
rate will apply to all students currently planning
to register or who are on course and paying by
the module or by standing order. It will not apply
to students who pay for their course fully before
the 31st December 2010. If you are unsure of the
new prices or if you are affected please contact
the office before sending payment.

Wolf Day another great success
In September the UK Wolf Conservation Trust hosted another visit of students and friends of Compass to their
grounds and wolves.
A great day was had by all with informative talks, the all important close
encounter with the wolves and the added bonus of a glorious
sunny day. Many thanks to all concerned at the Trust for making it such a success. Our thanks also go to Harold Burrows
MBE for making the journey from N Wales to represent Compass and accompany the students.

Launch of the ABTC
The official launch of the Animal Behaviour and
Training Council took place on the 24th September
this year which marks the beginning of the end of
unregulated practitioners.
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As it is a voluntary self regulation of the industry it means
that there will be no legal pressure to comply with the
standards that are set but those that do not take part will
inevitably find themselves at a distinct disadvantage.
We at Compass strongly support this initiative as the welfare of animals has always been our primary concern. We
strongly recommend that you visit the ABTC website.
For more information see: www.abtcouncil.org.uk
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Give a bird an ice-cream tub home
Temporary nests for UK's house martins
House martin nests have a tendency to fall with the young still inside - but, says
the RSPB, bird lovers can help by creating a low-cost substitute. Empty ice-cream
and margerine tubs make ideal house martin homes when the original nest has
been damaged by the weather.
House martins build nests on outer walls of buildings under the eaves out of pellets of mud mixed with grass and lined with feathers and vegetable fibre, however
they often fall before the young have left the nest - and dry spells are likely to see
this happen more frequently as the mud dries out.
However, a substitute nest can encourage the parents to continue to feed their TEMPORARY HOME: Margerine and ice-cream
young and a strong box or wall hanging container, deep enough to prevent the tubs make fantastic substitute nests for house
chicks falling out, is usually successful. The RSPB recommends an ice-cream tub or martins
large margarine tub as the perfect alternative, with a few easy steps creating the
perfect temporary house martin home.
The wildlife charity says that the cries of the young should encourage the parents back
very quickly. If the tub is high under the eaves, the lid may be left off. The breeding season runs from May to August when insects are abundant, but some chicks are still in the
nest in September.
House martins are frequently double brooded and three broods are not uncommon so
falling nests frequently occur during the summer when the weather is forecasted to be
extremely hot with mini heatwaves.
Richard James, RSPB Wildlife Adviser says: ‘Callers to our helpline are often very distressed when they see that a house martin nest is on the floor and fear the worst. But it is
possible to help these birds with temporary structures and a humble ice cream tub could
actually help whole families be raised successfully!'
SAFE HAVEN: Lemgthy dry spells see more Five steps to create the perfect house martin home
house martin nests damaged and falling
before chicks have had a chance to fledge. 1.Take an empty four litre ice cream tub and cut an entrance in one of the longer sides,
approximately 25 mm deep and 60-65 mm wide.
2. Make two small holes for fixing on the opposite side of the box.
3. Roughen the surface beneath the entrance hole to help the young birds scramble up to the opening.
4. Make two small drainage holes in the bottom of the tub and then put in the remains of the old nest (if you have it) or
add hay to the tub.
5. Fix firmly in place as near to the original site as possible and then add the young birds and replace the lid.
We realise that these birds have now left for the winter but be prepared for next year.

Hares can be pregnant twice, at the same time!
New research shows that European brown hares can develop a second pregnancy before the previous litter is
delivered. This superconception increases their reproductive success.
Scientists of the Leibniz Institute for Zoo and Wildlife Research (IZW) in Berlin, Germany, discovered the phenomenon of "superfetation (superconception)", a second
pregnancy whilst already pregnant, using high resolution
ultrasonography in female European brown hares (Lepus
europaeus).
Ovulation in female hares does not occur spontaneously
and regularly but only after copulation with a male hare.
Copulation in late pregnancy is initiated by the female
hare. If copulation occurred after the 37th day of the
pregnancy it was unclear whether semen could cross the
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different males as fathers, genetic paternity tests revealed that semen must have passed the uterus with the
previous fully developed litter inside", says Dr. Kathleen
Roellig, scientist and veterinarian at the IZW. The European
brown hares were fertilized during late pregnancy and developed a second pregnancy around four days before delivery..
The embryos develop in the oviduct and migrate to the uterus. After the birth of the previous litter the new embryos
were already four days old and the next implantation could
occur immediately. Hence, the interval between two successive litters was 38 days instead of at least 42 days which is
the normal duration of a pregnancy in hares."
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Beavers in Scotland

The first beaver kits to be born in the wild as part of the were finally rewarded with not just one kit being spotted
Scottish Beaver Trial have been seen in Knapdale Forest, Mid but a second kit from a different
family group as well.
-Argyll, Scottish Beaver Trial staff have announced.
As part of the partnership project between the Scottish Wild- "The first emerged as part of a ‘family outing' with its parlife Trust and the Royal Zoological Society of Scotland, which ents and older sister close by to offer additional proteclaunched the first formal trial reintroduction of a mammal tion. It kept close to the edge of the loch and called out to
back to the UK, the newborn beavers (known as kits) are its family for reassurance while it began to learn to forage
estimated to be eight weeks old and their sighting marks a for food."
positive achievement in the progress of this landmark pro- Population establishing itself in the wild
Simon Jones, the Scottish Wildlife Trust's Scottish Beaver
ject.
 Beavers have been extinct in Scotland since around the Trial Project Manager, continued: "Receiving confirmation
of the presence of at least two beaver kits this year in
sixteenth century when they were hunted to extinction.
 They play an important role in aquatic and wetland ecosys- Knapdale is a fantastic step forward for the Scottish Beaver
tems, having a positive effect on both environmental and Trial as we can now begin to see how a small reintroduced
woodland habitat management, and on the wider biodiver- population starts to naturally establish itself in the wild.
"Both these beaver families are real Trial success stories,
sity of the area in which they live.
 They can also play an important role in encouraging wild- having settled into Knapdale very well. Both have built
their own lodge and one family has had great success
life tourism, with positive benefits to local communities.
 There are currently 4 pairs of beavers living in the wild in building a dam to access better food supplies. This has creScotland. After the initial release, some beavers died, 1 ated a magnificent new area of wetland in which wildlife is
disappeared and a few extra individuals have been re- now flourishing in.
leased. Christian Robstad, the Royal Zoological Society of "As beaver kits are very small, shy and look very similar to
Scotland's Beaver Field Officer, described his experience one another, there is a chance that even more kits have
spotting Scotland's exciting new arrivals: "Seeing the been born this year. We will be tracking our animals closeTrial's newborn beaver kits was really amazing - this is a ly and hope to determine the exact number of kits prohuge achievement for the project and for conservation in duced as part of the Trial soon. This task will be made easier for us as the kits get older and more confident about
the UK. It's often difficult to tell
emerging from the lodge and foraging
if wild beavers are pregnant
for food on their own."
especially as they are elusive
Allan Bantick, Chair of the Scottish Beaand largely nocturnal animals,
ver Trial Steering Group, said:
but with our adult female bea"Conservationists and ecologists have
vers at two sites known to be in
campaigned for fifteen years for the
peak condition, there was a real
return of the beaver to Scotland and
possibility that kits could follow.
thereby to correct the mistake of four
"Increasingly in the last few
hundred years ago when beavers were
weeks, staff and volunteers have
hunted to extinction. These births are
seen more evidence that there
small but significant steps in that direcwere young around and tracking
activities were stepped up. After Baby beaver born in Scotland. Photo credit Steve Gardner/ tion.
Scottish Wildlife Trust
weeks of patient observation, we

New spider produces world’s largest web and strongest natural material
Scientists from the United States
of Species, builds one of the largest
and Slovenia have discovered a new
orb webs ever described and susspider species from Madagascar
pends those webs across rivers and
that makes one of the largest
lakes, spanning bodies of water up
known webs and suspends the giant
to 25 meters wide.
webs across rivers and lakes. The
Spider silks combine high strength
spiders achieve this feat by using
with elasticity, and are therefore
the toughest -most energy absorbalready exceptionally tough-i.e.
ing - silk ever discovered , tougher
able to absorb three times more
than any other known biological, Caerostris darwini, a giant orb spider and namesake of energy than Kevlar before breakand most man-made, materials.
Charles Darwin, weaves a web of tremendous strength and ing. However, C. darwini silks prove
The spider, named in honour of size never before seen. Photo courtesy of Matjaz Gregoric.
to be about 100% tougher than any
Charles Darwin 200 years after his
other known silk. C. darwini thus
birth and precisely 150 years after publication of his Origin
produces the toughest biological material known.
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Two colonies of world’s oldest living species found in Scotland
Tadpole shrimp dates back more than 200 million years
August 2010: Two new colonies of a rare tadpole shrimp which date back over 200
million years have been discovered in Dumfriesshire, Scotland. Scientists now
think it's possible that other colonies are going undetected in the UK because of
the creature's strange lifestyle.
Triops cancriformis, or tadpole shrimp, is an endangered species that may be the
oldest living animal species on Earth. Fossils from the Triassic period, a time when
many of the first dinosaurs evolved, has shown that this species has survived virtually unchanged when compared to their modern day descendents.
They have adapted to living in temporary water pools and so don't survive for very
long. When there is no rainfall these ponds usually dry up and the adult tadpole
shrimps die. Their eggs however remain in a state of suspended animation, someTRIASSIC TADPOLE: It has remained virtually untimes for many years, until the environment is suitable to allow them to hatch.
changed over millions of years. Picture: Edmund
Knowledge of this unique lifestyle helped Glasgow University masters student Fellowes
Elaine Benzies discover the two new colonies at Caerlaverock on the Solway Coast.
Having taken mud samples from pools around Caerlaverock, Miss Benzies dried and then re-wet them in small aquaria. She
was absolutely amazed to find a fairly large Triops swimming in one of the tanks within a couple of weeks.
Miss Benzies said: ‘I hadn't expected to find it and was just going in to check on the heat and lights. It was great to see everyone in the lab including the cook from the canteen gathering round and peering into the tank to look at this ancient survivor from the past.'

Jarhead: Little bear beats the odds
With its head stuck in a jar it could neither eat or drink
A black bear cub that had its head caught in a plastic jar,
leaving it unable to either eat or drink, has finally been rescued in Florida after ten days of failed efforts.

The six-month-old cub, its two siblings and mother were
regular visitors to unsecured trash containers in a small
community near Weirsdale, in the Ocala National Forest.
One day in late July, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission (FWC) received a call from a resident concerned about a cub running around with it head stuck inside
a clear, industrial-size plastic jar. The FWC team knew that if
they didn't catch the cub, affectionately dubbed Jarhead, it
would die, so they developed a plan to trap it.
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Mum refused to be tricked by rescuers' baited traps
‘But it was a lot easier said than done,' said rescuer Mike
Orlando. ‘The residents were really great about calling us
when they saw the bears, but it seemed like we were always about 20 minutes behind.'
The team set traps in different areas, hoping to catch the
mother and tranquillise her, which would then allow them
to catch the cubs. But the good mother bear refused to be
tricked by the baited trap.
After eight days of sightings, two days went by when nobody saw the bear family. The team feared the cub may
have died. Then, ironically on the day the team resigned
themselves to pulling up the traps and giving up the
search, a resident called to report the bear family was
back.
Danger of wildlife foraging among rubbish
Mr Orlando found the mother and was able to shoot her
with a tranquilliser dart. Then he managed to grab Jarhead. But the tough little bear lived up to its US Marine
moniker and did not give up without a fight.
Eventually, the cub was subdued for long enough to get
the jar off its head, after which it was released so it could
rejoin its siblings. The team then placed the mother bear's
sleeping body in a trap, and the cubs joined her.
After observing the family overnight in the trap, and making sure she could still nurse her cubs, biologists released
the family in a nearby, less populated area. Despite its
eventual happy ending, this story does starkly illustrate
how dangerous human rubbish can to wildlife.
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‘Extinct’ fox rediscovered in California
The US National Forest Service have
announced the recent sighting of a
Sierra Nevada red fox (Vulpes vulpes
necator), in the area where the Humboldt-Toiyabe and Stanislaus National
Forests and Yosemite National Park
come together. The Sierra Nevada red
fox has never occurred in high numbers, and it is known to have suffered
when non native foxes were introduced. The lack of any record of the
fox for more than 10 years had led
scientists to think that it was probably
extinct.

the Lassen Peak region - about
150 miles to the north.

The Sierra Nevada red fox was thought to be extinct. Photo
credit Keith Slausen / US Forest Service

This summer, the Forest Service has been conducting
monitoring activities with motion sensitive cameras to
detect the presence of the elusive fisher and marten, two
forest carnivores known to frequent the High Sierra.
While checking photographs on August 11, 2010, Forest
Service wildlife biologists, Sherri Lisius, from the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest, and Adam Rich, from the
Stanislaus National Forest, identified a photo believed to
be that of a red fox. Surprised by what they saw, the Forest Service biologists consulted with California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG). The only known population of Sierra Nevada red fox since the 1920s occurred in

Recent survey efforts by CDFG in
the Sierra Nevada have failed to
detect red foxes south of the Lassen area, making the Forest Service detection significant. "The
last known sighting of a Sierra
Nevada red fox in the Sonora Pass
area was sometime in the 1920s,"
said Mike Crawley, Bridgeport
District Ranger. "Needless to say,
we are quite surprised and excited
by this find."

The Sonora Pass population of the Sierra Nevada red fox
carried a genetic signature seen previously only in museum
specimens collected before 1926. Analysis of hair found on
the tree supporting the motion sensitive camera allowed
UC Davis veterinary geneticists to identify it as originating
from a Sierra Nevada red fox, distinct from the Lassen Peak
population.
Wildlife biologists from the Forest Service, CDFG, and the
University of California, Davis, will set-up additional monitoring stations to gather more information on the presence
of Sierra Nevada red fox in the area of Sonora Pass.

Sniffer dogs searching for hedgehogs to be relocated from the Hebrides
Specially-trained sniffer dogs are now being used in Scotland's Western Isles in the hunt to find hedgehogs that have
been preying on the eggs of native bird populations. The dogs are being used by the Uist Wader Project (UWP) as part of
an ongoing drive to rid the Western Isles of the non-native hedgehogs.
New dog handler Stephen Robinson is in place to help the team along with golden labrador Misca, who is fully trained
and will mainly be used on the moorland on the east side of Benbecula, and
parts of North Uist. She is expected to be extremely effective, especially in
those areas where hedgehogs are thin on the ground and the terrain is tough
going for the project's 16 trappers. The sniffer dog also gives us a means of
determining the efficiency of trapping.
The UWP is responsible for removing introduced hedgehogs from the Uists
and Benbecula. Research has shown that hedgehogs have caused severe
damage to the islands' biodiversity by eating the eggs of internationally important populations of wader birds.
Ross Minett, the Uist Hedgehog Rescue (UHR) spokesperson, said: ‘We are
pleased to be helping both hedgehogs and the wading birds by removing the
hedgehogs from the Uists in a humane manner. We have already translocatHEDGEHOG HUNTERS: Stephen with the trusty Misca,
ed lots of these wonderful creatures back to mainland Scotland where they
have been released to live out their lives.'
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Dachshund Forum

Bi-lingual Dog
A dog caused confusion in an animal home when he failed to
respond to basic commands - until staff realised he could
only understand Polish. Staff at the RSPCA centre in Oldham,
Greater Manchester, originally thought Cent the collie was
deaf. But when they looked into his history they realised he
came from a Polish family and so did not "speak" English. So
staff brushed up on Polish commands and, four months on,
they say Cent is now bilingual and ready for a new home.
"When he came in he wasn't responding to the basic
commands," said care assistant Karen Heath.
Cent has been in the kennels for about four months and
needs a new home. But staff have assured would-be
adopters that they do not need to speak Polish.

Meet the World's Smallest Dog (Maybe)
At six inches long, Tom
Thumb is not much bigger, snout-to-tail, than a
hamster. But this chihuahua-Jack Russell cross is
just a hair away from
setting the record as the
smallest pup on the planet.
Guinness have yet to officially measure Tom. They currently list Heaven Sent Brandy, a 4-year-old chihuahua
from Florida, as the world's smallest dog, and he's also
listed as six inches long.
Born in mid March, Tom Thumb is so small he fits comfortably in a cup, or in the hands of his owner, Susan
Thomson, who was worried the smallest of a litter of five
wouldn't make it but h is doing fine.

During the Summer Compass donated a course to the
Dachshund Forum on-line dog show which was raising
funds for a number of worthy causes. The winner of the
Compass Education Course was Dawn Jones with her Akita
Lola who won ‘Reserve Best in Show’ & her Dachshund
Florence who won ‘Best Puppy’.
The Dachshund Forum is a safe, friendly online community
set up to help Dachshund owners. Currently there are 339
active members, with numbers growing every day.
All breeds & types are welcome; Pet, Working, Show, Crosses.
Discussions cover anything & everything from: Health, Welfare & Nutrition, Behaviour & Training, Showing, Group
Walks & Meetings.
We also host fundraising projects; Online Dog Shows, Calendars, Cani X Runs etc
All proceeds are donated to one of our dedicated causesDaxaid, IVDD Investigation in Dachshunds, Lafora Dogs &
Roots Nursery. Our members vote for the cause they wish
to support.
Come along & visit us, we look forward to talking Dog with
you, especially Dachshunds!
You can also keep updated with our Facebook, Twitter &
Blog Pages...
http://dachshundforum.co.uk/main/
http://www.dachshundforum.co.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/pages/DACHSHUNDFORUM/99784280811

Forthcoming Events
Patricia B. McConnell, Ph.D
10th and 11th September, 2011 - Craiglockhart
Campus, Napier University, Edinburgh
Dr Karen Overall, author of "Clinical Behavioural Medicine
for Small Animals", is the guest speaker on the Vet Plus
Autumn lecture Tour. Includes venues at London, Birmingham, Manchester and Glasgow from October 18th – October 21st and at Bristol, Plymouth, Exeter, Taverham, Southampton. Brentwood, Swindon, Nottingham and Stoke. Subject "The Diagnosis and management of Cognitive Dysfunction" from November18th – December 9th. For details contact VetPlus 01253 667422 or e-mail for a booking form
info@vetplus.co.uk
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Day 1 Canine Aggression and related problems
Day 2 Based on her latest book ‘For the Love of a Dog’

For more information see:
www.action4dogs.co.uk/patricia_mcconnell.htm

www.compass-education.co.uk
compass.ed@btinternet.com
Compass Education Ltd
The Animal Study Centre, Moss End,
Corsock, Castle Douglas DG7 3ED
Tel: 0845 458 5981 (local rate)
or ++44 1644 440601 from outside the UK
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